In a recent series of papers we have shown that including heavy quarks in the dibaryon sector can lead to configurations stable against decay into two baryons. In this study we extend our previous work by a study of all the physical Q q [Q denotes a heavy quark and q denotes a member of the SU(3)~triplet representation] systems in a solvable chromomagnetic model. We propose a number of new heavy states which could be stable under strong interactions.
I. INTRODUCTION
Quantum chromodynamics (QCD) is believed to be the theory of strong interactions. Application of the basic theory to complex systems becomes extremely involved when the number of involved particles increases. However, a number of approximations which preserve the fundamental properties of QCD (asymptotic freedom and confinement) has been proposed and applied to several hadronic sectors. Among them the QCD sum rules [1] , Skyrmion theories [2] , bag models [3] , and the nonrelativistic quark model [4] are the most popular. They work relatively well for two-body and three-body systems but can diR'er appreciably for more complex systems, precisely in cases where we do not have any firm experimental properties which can discriminate among them.
In such complex clusters, two diferent mechanisms are able to bind (under strong interactions) the system: (i) meson exchange, which basically gives rise to long-range forces, and (ii) gluon exchange, which acts at short distances. Indeed, the first mechanism can bind composite quark systems containing more than 600 particles (in nuclei). Is the gluon mechanism able to bind systems more complicated than mesons and baryons'? The corresponding hypothetical bound or resonant systems have been named "multiquarks" (with m -n = 3B and n + m ) 3) and they would represent very compact objects. The existence of multiquarks is thus a fundamental question.
Besides the interest of the search for new states of matter, multiquarks are a crucial test for QCD itself. If QCD predicts them, they must exist and should be discovered experimentally. In fact, plenty of multiquarks were proposed ten years ago [3] , but it seems that, nowadays, the predictions are more conservative. Nevertheless, a number of bound multiquarks is still predicted by QCD (through bag or nonrelativistic quark models essentially, but also with lattice gauge calculations) in various sectors. The fact that they have not been observed experimentally is quite puzzling. Either QCD is wrong (or at least we still do not understand some basic mechanism) or experimenters are not skillful enough to detect them. In that respect, the role of the theoretician is very important. He can be a precious guide for giving indications on the flavor sectors, energy ranges, decay channels, and production processes concerning the multiquarks. In our opinion, only very wide systematics are able to delimit with precision the interesting sectors.
Such systematics were performed in the case of tetraquarks (n+ m = 4) [5] and pentaquarks (n+ m = 5)
[6], representing several thousand samples. The number of possibilities increases dramatically with the number of quarks. The dibaryon sector (n+ m = 6) is very interesting but represents a tremendous amount of work. The present paper deals with this subject.
Indeed, the first serious bound dibaryon candidate, the so-called H dibaryon, was proposed by Jaffe [7] and was extensively studied by several groups [8] . Its quark content (uuddss) I = 0, J = 0 makes it attainable by the present day facilities. Another interesting object was introduced later on by Goldman et Q' n Q systems also belong to the Q'q sector, and if k = 1 Q' nQ systems also belong to the Q' q sector).
More complex decompositions seem so exotic that there can be very little chance to produce them in the future (such as Q"Q' q or Q" Q' q ). This is why we believe that after this paper we will have an overall view of all the possible dibaryons stable under strong interaction and consequently this paper will close the systematic study made with CM forces. 
Since a detailed commentary concerning this model «an be found elsewhere [6, 12, 13] , only the main points needed to understand the subsequent discussion are repeated here. However, the novelties in comparison with the previous studies will be described with more details.
In the multiquarks Q q, let us recall that Q stands for any quark with isospin 0 and constituent mass Mg (in the following we use the notation Q instead of Q'). For convenience we define a parameter g = m/Mg which describes the Q mass in term of a reference mass m = m"= mq, which defines the mass scale in our problem.
The quark q belongs to the fundamental representation 3 of a SU (3) [12, 13] .
As explained in Refs. [6, 12, 13] , with the definitions of the parameters b and g and a coupling scheme of type q Q = [([(1,2) , 3],4), (5, 6)], the Hamiltonian (1) [12, 13] .
A. b = 1 and g = 0 limit
In expression (2) With the definitions (6), (7) 
To calculate the first term of (10), because of the conservation of S and C in that case, we can still use the decomposition of the lC, f, S) upon the lC;, P~, Sq) given in Appendix B. In order to compute (Vz~z~) we need the elements (C, lAi A2lC, ), (SI,loi. o2lSy, ) (because of our coupling scheme, these operators are diagonal) and the elements (F;lA i2 (h) lF~) for definite hypercharge and isopin.
The computation of the second term (V44s~) in (10) [13]). Moreover, the special cases with No --0 (Q n ) or with No --1 (Q n Q') are already contained in our previous studies [12] For the Qq2 systems, in a first step where g = 0 and 6 = 1 (Q has an infinite mass and the flavor symmety is exact), the q system can be classified in the 153-fold [1 ] irrep of SU (18)c~g. It splits into (6, 15) (3, 21) under the chain SU(18)~p~g SU(3)~SU(6)~s. In order to build colorless baryons, the pair q must be in the 3 color irrep and thus only the 21 irrep of SU (6)~z is physical.
The latter splits into (6, 1) (3, 0) under SU(6)~g & SU(3)y SU (2) In the last two cases, the index for each particle denotes twice their total angular momentum J. For Q2q systems the only possibility to form a color singlet is to keep the diquark Q in the state~W ). The physical states of the Q2q baryons are then simply classified into the (3, S = 1/2, J = (1/2, 3/2)) representation of SU (3) p SU (2)g. Because of the existence of interaction (2) between constituent quarks the physical irrep of SU (3)~g SU (2) Table I .
Let us recall that, just as in the dibaryon case, the hypercharge is closely related to the number of isospin 0 quarks in the "nquark" q . Since the Hamiltonian (1) commutes with L and S separately, orbital and spin an- permuted the role of isospin 0 quarks in Q and in q and the role of isospin 0 quarks in Q and q; thus, the corresponding systems are identical. This is indeed the case for the energies given in Table I (e.g. , E3 C3).
For physical values of the mass parameters two different systems 2:2J can then represent the same "physical baryons" (i.e., same flavor composition, isospin, and spin). To avoid any ambiguity we give in the following only the physical thresholds. For that we adopt for the baryons the naming scheme proposed by the Particle Data Group [14] . For the 20-piet with spin J = 3/2 [in a SU(4)~g picture], an asterisk is added when an ambiguity can occur.
III. RESULTS
The Q q4 systems possess five hypercharge sectors Y = 4/3, 1/3, -2/3, -5/3, and -8/3 corresponding to 0, 1, 2, 3, and 4 quarks, respectively, with isospin 0 in q . Some Table II Let us discuss sectors with difFerent hypercharge separately in the following.
We discuss the Y = -2/3 sector first. In multiquarks of type Q n Q (with isospin 0 or 1), the number p of pairs containing different flavors is maximum and equal to 12. Then, according to our qualitative argument presented. in the Introduction, we should And the most favorable candidates in this sector. This is indeed the case for isospin 0 states (in that case n = (u, d) and the interaction between ordinary quarks is most of the time attractive); however, the isospin 1 states lie always above threshold [in that case n = (u, u) Before leaving this section, let us note that the study of the Q q sectors presented in this paper allowed us to discover a great number of new interesting multiquarks in the CM picture. This fact justices, a posteriori, the qualitative argument, based on the maximum number of pairs with different fiavor, presented in the Introduction.
IV. CONCLUSION
In this paper we performed a systematic study of all the dibaryons containing two heavy quarks and four quarks This represents a large number of possibilities. To achieve this ambitious goal, we used a simple but suKciently realistic chromomagnetic interaction within a nonrelativistic potential model. Some of the resulting states had already been studied in our two previous works [12, 13] on the subject but a great number of states can be considered as novelties. We have focused our formalism on these new possibilities in this paper. However, we consider that we have now a good overall view of all the interesting dibaryons which could be stable under a strong interaction and, since this paper is intended to be the last of the series, we have proposed a global analysis of all that we have learned from our previous studies. The most interesting candidates for stability under strong interactions, which have emerged from this study and the two previous ones, are summarized in Table III.
The erst, and one of the most extensively studied candidates for such a stability, was the well-known H particle. This multiquark seems also to be one of the easiest to produce experimentally, because it carries only two units of strangeness. Thus we think it natural to choose among the very large number of stable multiquarks in the CM systematics ([12,13] Table IV with the corresponding baryon-baryon threshold.
Among these configuration we found seven dibaryons with one, two, or three units of bottom. According to the fact that until now only one bottom baryon has been observed experimentally, these bottom multiquarks are certainly too dificult to produce with our present day (or planned) facilities. Moreover, there exist, within the CM systematics, candidates with comparable binding energies which seem to be less exotic. Thus we do not consider that these heavy objects containing beauty are really interesting for further and more complete investigations.
These arguments can also be applied to multiquarks like (cudsss) with I = 0 J = 0, which are less favorable than the NO dibaryon, or for (sudccc) I = 0 J = 0, which are as favorable as the I = 0 J = 1 J = 0 (ssudcc) states but with three units of charm. After this severe sorting, we are dealing principally with two families of interesting multiquarks: a family of strange dibaryons (II particle and KB resonance), which is less favored by the CM interaction but, a priori, easier to study experimentally, and a family of strange charmed dibaryons (ssudcc and cuudss) with large binding carrying either one or two units of charm. In this second family, the (ssudcc) I = 0, J = 1, and J = 0 appears to be about 4 times more bound than the H particle. These objects merit, in our opinion, further theoretical investigation with more refined models to decide whether or not they can be considered as promis- 
